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On behalf of CARDS Organization, best wishes to those all students
appearing Entrance Examination of GURUKUL PAATASAALA.

Social Awareness Conferences under aegis of CARDS

The CARDS organisation works in the interest of Dalits and
also makes an appeal to D.o’s, RCOs, ACOs and DCO’s of BALA
BATA and also to Intellectuals and leaders of Dalit (Down
trodden) classes to make sincere efforts for chalking out
programmes to fight against social evils for upliftment of Dalits
in Dalit Localities. This may be organized in between 5th April
2017 to 14-4-2017 since both happened to be birth days of
Dr. Babu Jagjeevan Ram, Ex- Dy. P.M of India Achiever of
Reservation of SC,ST,BC and minority and also a freedom, and
also of Dr. B.R.Ambedkar the framer of the constitution of
India respectively..
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The staff of CARDS organization desires to improve the
standard of education in various forms and accordingly it also
wishes to function as a part of its sincere efforts. It is bringing
awareness in Dalit classes through its service activities even
in remote areas with its educational, financial and social
development aims with the co operation of Govt, since four
decades.
While putting the idea of Dr. Ranjan babu into action, this
Community village development organization is progressing
always towards its aim to make BALA BATA a pioneer and a
role model to entire country by providing educations to lakhs
of people at free of cost. Therefore Mr. P. Frank Viswanadham
Garu, the director of CARDS wishes that DO, ACO, RCO and
DCO’s should leave no stone unturned in order to develop the
social educational and financial status and condition of Dalits
(down Trodden People) through their sincere efforts with
discipline, dedication and commitment.
A Boon to Social welfare Schools - (Paper Clip)
Sakshi : Shri G.Elia, the District coordinator of CARDS vol.

organization, opined that the schools being run under aegis of
state social welfare Dept are nothing but boons to students of
Dalit classes (families). Amuck (sample) exam was conducted
for students of fourth class in Gollapadu mandal Parishad upper
primary school, for 5th class entrance in Gurukul schools under
aegis of CARDS BALABATA on Monday. He said that the life
of student gets changed if he gets a seat in Gurukul.
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Experiences of Area coordinators (ACO)
♣ To, DIRECTOR, CARDS.
Namaste,

I, after got appointed as ACO, understood the aim of

BALA BATA, I am working for the educational development of children
of down trodden (DALIT) classes. I am convening parent meetings
once in a month and explain them the studies of children and benefits of
residential schools. The CARDS extends its helping hand to Dalits. I am
informing the youth of Dalit classes in my every visit to make better use

♣ Respected Shri.P.Ranjan Babu garu,
I Visited 3 Villages in our area during last month. There is no
‘BALA BATA’ in these villages. I have conducted a meeting with
villagers and informed them about the good and useful functions of
‘CARDS’ for DALITS thro ‘BALA BATA’. Also I am informing Dalits
about the Govt schemes. I also motivated the students and asked them
to get seats by putting sincere efforts in studies and come their exams
successfully.
B.Prasad, ACO,
Nelakondapally, Khammam.

K.Balachandrudu, ACO

of it.

Panyam - Kurnool.

♣ To, The Director, CARDS.
Namaste, I have conducted meeting of DOS and requested them to
create awareness among parents with regards to getting their wards
(children) admitted in Gurukul Patasalas. I got the premises of school
cleaned as a part of swatch bharat programme in our mandal. The toilets
P.Mahesh, ACO,

were also got constructed.
B.

♣ Respected Director, CARDS.
I after visiting schools enquired about the performance and
efforts of Dos during BALA BATAs with regard to teaching students.
Also I tested the students by putting some questions. I am observing
the performance and working style of these BALA BATAs. I suggested
the organizers to teach mathematics and English to children of Balabata
along with students who studied 10th and intermediate. I inform you
humbly that I achieve progress in Dalit students thro’ ‘CARDS’ by
putting my efforts.
M.Vinay Kumar, ACO

B.Matam, Kadapa.

♣ To, The Director, CARDS. The Functions of ‘BALA BATA’ in
Kanchikacherla, Veerlapadu Mandal are satisfactory. The Parents and
villagers of these villages ate saying that Dalit students are benefitted
thro’ these Balabatas. I am fully satisfied with the service to educate the
children of Dalit classes. I hereby humbly state that I do my best for
getting the children admitted in Residential schools.

Ch.Rosaiah,
Kurnool
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Nizampatnam
♣ Respected Director, CARDS.
Sir,
I am working as ACO in BALA BATA of Nizampatnam. The
Fisherman of Ex Military colony, who go for catching fish in the sea do
not return back for ten days. The Parents do not bather whether their
wards go to school regularly or not, I am bringing such children to
Balabata and making them to read.
Y.Annapurna, ACO
Nizampatnam.
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Regional Co-ordinators (R.C.O) Observations and feelings
♣ To, Director, CARDS.
I am Visiting Balabata, Situated in Jafargadh region regularly.
Also I am getting the children of 4th, 5th standards of our area prepared
for gurukul Patasala Entrance Exmas. I have arranged a meeting with
all parents and requested them to take care of the studies of their
children. I inform you that I will arrange best clubs also in Tammadapalli,
Kanuru, Tammampet this year. I salute and appreciate CARDS for
providing free education to the children of Dalits (Depressed / Down
trodden classes)

Best club. I will make my sincere efforts to increase the 5 best clubs of
my area in to 10 in the year to come.
A.Ravi, RCO, Itikyala, Adilabad.

♣ Respected Shri Ranjan Babu Garu,
DIRECTOR, CARDS.
I am conducting Balabata’s for the children of Atmakuru,
Shayampet, of Duggonda mandal in Warangal district for which I am
taking the help of mahila mandals working in various villages. I am
encouraging parents daily to admit their children studing 4 & 5 classes
up to 1200 this year. In addition to this I also asked them to make their

The Dos working in Balabata’s of our area actively. I have chalked out
a plan according to which our Gurukul School we may secure 300
seats in our district in the days to come. I am taking all in to my
confidence and working with the cooperation of every one so as to
achieve good result in addition to this, I also understood that some
areas of our District need Balabata’s compulsorily. I am planning to
open Balabata’s in those areas and make efforts to educate the very
poor children. I assure you that I can arrange many more Balabata’s
with the cooperation of CARDS. This is for your kind information
Please.

children to study at home also in addition to their classes in Balabata’s.
I inform you humbly that I can take the aim of Dr. P. Ranjanbabu Garu
giving in t-he way of agitation and procure more and more seats.
K.Eleesha, Atmakur, Warangal.
♣ To, The Director, CARDS.
A test was conducted for the children of 4th standard in
Balabata’s of our area like Gurukul Patasala model paper in English
and Mathematics. Many students answered very well. I visited
Balabata’s of Tirumalapuram, met students, informed about facilities
available in Gurukul Patasala Schools. Besides the students were en-

Sir,
I am trying as a part of programmed of admitting students in
Gurukul Model Schools and other schools in the year 2017 a and
striving hard to get 1400 students admitted in to Gurukul Schools. I
will try to reach my target by taking the Cooperation of members of

couraged to study very well. The Balabata students of 4, 5 standards
of our area are studying for entrance test with competitive spirit. I
humbly say that I will make efforts so that Balabata’s in my region may
K.Babu, RCO,

achieve good result.

Khammam.
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Opinion of D.D

Opinions
Opinions of
of DCO’s
DCO’s
♣ To

♣ To,

Shri. P.Ranjan Babu garu

The Director, CARDS.

Director,

Respected Sir,

CARDS.
On account of Balabatas, opened by Dr. Ranjan Babu for the
benefit of boys and girls of Dalit families, many childrens of our
Rentachintala, Veldurthi, Durgi etc, of many some more Mandal, came
close to school. Even Parents are of opinion that Balabata is very nice
and their children, after Joining Balabatas, are studying well, maintaining
neatness and all this credit goes to Ranjan Babu garu.
I have admitted many students into Gurukul schools from
Balabatas so far established by shri Ranjan Babu garu. Similarly, I
strive and reach the target by making students of 4 and 5 standards,
applied to get seats in Gurukul patasala with the help of best clubs,
teachers D.O’s of our Balabata my friends and also with the help of
Health Dept. I hereby inform you very humbly that to reach my target
of admitting 450 childrens, I take necessary help of our village
Balabatas and see that our CARDS Balabata children should get good
life in future. I suggested ACO’s and D.O’s to get the children of
Balabata prepared for exams very well. I humbly say that I will make
sincere efforts to get more seats in Gurukul Paatasala (Schools).

I have joined CARDS Balabata as D.D. in the year 2013.
I am working to improve the standards of Dalit girls in studies
thro’ Balabatas in our area. All RCO’s, ACO’s, and DCO’s are
functioning their duties properly and promptly. In my area out
of 1200 students, applied for entrance test of Gurukul School
from Balabatas in 2014 year, we got 662 seats and 1930 seats
were sanctioned out of 3712 applicants during the year 201516. Mr. Venkateswara Rao, Hon’ble MLA of Giddaluru, attended
the programme of vegetables, seed distribution for D.O’s in
our Balabata, appreciated the social services of our organization
one Mrs. Sipura, an illiterate women of our Dornala DCO
Tirupatayya is interested in studies observing this, she was
invited into our Balabata and was trained thro’ CARDS in works
book and Question paper. With this, she was able to write open
10 exams. She passed the exam and studied nursing course
afterwards. At present she is working as Asha worker, Dwakra
group animator and as D.O of our Balabata also. As Dy.Director
of that area I am very happy to say that an illiterate lady got
educated and developed leadership qualities in herself.

Sudhakarudu, DCO,
Rentachinthala.
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K.Pushpalatha, D.D.
Prakasam Dist.
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Opinions of Head Master/Head Mistresses
♣ To, The Director, CARDS .
Respected Sir,

OPINIONS OF PARENTS
♣ Most Respected Director, CARDS.

Namaste. The children of our village are benefitted because of
Balabatas, established in our village. They are studying well and also
are following discipline. Good habits are inculcated in them. I feel that
these Balabatas are nothing but booms to parents of Dalit Community.
I am very happy to observe the programmes of Cards. I hope that

Namaste. Earlier our son was admitted in a school but he was regularly
irregular. The Balabata come to our village we have admitted him in it.
Now he is going to school very promptly and also stands first in all
subjects. Truely, your Balabata is a golden path to the children of parents
like us.

Y.Manasa, Mother
Konduvaripalli, Kadapa.

these programmes will get extended in the days to come.
D.Venkata Ramesh Babu, H.M,
Giddaluru
♣ To, The Director, CARDS Organisation.
Respected Sir,
All the children of Balabata are attending school daily very
neatly. Mr. Jayapaul, RCO and D.O of your Balabata both are sending

♣ Respected Director, CARDS.
My son, S.Prem Kumar attending Balabata daily. He is doing his home
work on his own. All the children in Balabata are studying very nicely.
They are very much interested in it as there are sports and games,
songs etc. in it, My kinds to Director sir, for conducting such Balabata
to the children of very poor families like us.
S.Devasahayam, Father
Konda Intur, Kurnool

the children promptly and properly. It is very much appreciable to
provide such educations system in Dalit Localities.
J.Krishnaveni, H.M
Chandarlapadu, Krishna.
♣ To, The Director, CARDS Organisation.
Sir, The Programme Balabata, which you are conducting in our village
is quite useful to our children. They are attending home work being
given by us, in Balabata regularly. The discipline among school children
is improved. I appreciate your efforts for the development of Dalit
students. I wish that you will conduct Balabata in the same manner in
the days to come also.

♣ To, Director, CARDS.
Respected Sir,
Namaste, My son did not attend school in our village before Balabata
came into existence. He used to refuse to go to school. Though he
attended a few days, but he did not studying properly but to my surprise,
after Balabata is introduced in our village he is very prompt to go to
school and developed interest in studies. The Balabata is teaching the
children through play and learn methods for which the children are
getting attracted towards studies.

M.Janakamma, Mother
Mallapalem

P.Rambhupal Reddy, H.M
Mardaluru, Kurnool
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OPINIONS OF D.O’S
♣ To, The Director, CARDS.
My prostrations to Shri Ranjan Babu garu, the Director CARDS. All
the kids in my Balabata are listening my lessons very interestingly. They
are reading the lessons whole heartedly. They are getting their doubts
clarified with me. They are also rectifying their mistakes I am glad to
note that Balabatas are opened for Dalits and I am proud to work in
such CARDS Balabata.
D.Subhashini
Veerankivaripalem
♣ To, The Director, CARDS.
Namaste, I have joined in this organization recently as D.O. our
Balabatas are being run properly and systematically. I feel that shri
Ranjan Babu is a blessing of all students good to all children of Dalits.
As a part of Swatch Bharat I have utilized the service of childrens to
clean the church premises first and then premises of Balabata with
children. For this our surpunch of this village honored us. I express my
gratitude to ‘CARDS’ for giving this opportunity as D.O to me.
P.Easu Kumari, D.O
Sivaraj Nagar.
♣ To, The Director, CARDS.
Namaste, I am teaching the benefit to our family with sports and Music
and also gardening (growing vegetable plants). I am also teaching them
the greatness of self help life style. All the children of our Balabata are
studying well and scoring good marks. I wish whole heartedly that
CARDS Balabatas develop more and more and they should be useful
for the studies of the children of Dalits.
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S.Prem Kumar, D.O,
Panyam

♣ Respected Director,
CARDS.
Namaste, I am teaching the children of very poor and illiterate people
what all I learned thro’ plays, songs, games etc. of Balabata system. I
with that they should help others after finishing their learning. I am very
much pleased. I hereby inform you humbly that I mold all the children
as good students and make sincere efforts to possible extent to achieve
the aim of CARDS.
N.Vijaya kumari, D.O,
Boppapuram, Kadapa.
♣ To, Director, CARDS.
Sir, I am teaching the children of Balabata efficiently and systematically
so that they can understand the lessons. I am also taking Maths and
English classes to them with proper care. I understood through CARDS
that among all typer of daanams Vidya daanam is superior and great.
All the 40 children in my Balabata are coming to Balabata actively and
happily. They are maintaining cleanliness very well besides improvement
in studies. My sincere thanks to CARDS.
G.SrinivasaRao, D.O,
Madhira, Khammam.
♣ To, Director, CARDS.
Sir,
Our Balabata is running systematically with discipline. The
Parents are accompanying their children who are late to Balabata. I
have prepared a time table and accordingly I am taking three subjects
in morning and three in the evening. I am also sitting along with them
and learning. It is out of words to express the Joy what I am getting
here. My regards to all officials of CARDS.
G.Sujatha, D.O, Jammavaram, Krishna
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OPINIONS OF STUDENTS
♣ To,
The Director,
CARDS.
Namaste, I am Madhuri
Studying 4th standard in
Balabata of CARDS. Akka
(Madam) teaches us in
Balabata. As I am studying

finally I got seat in social welfare

♣ To,
DIRECTOR,
CARDS.
Namaste, I am glad to note that the social service and

school, situated in Mudigonda

programmes of your organization for the development of

village, Khammam. Therefore I

backward classes and the style of their implementation are up

humbly, express my thanks to

to mark. They are very nice. Especially it is a happy to me to

Director, CARDS for having given

observe your hard work, sincerely ad commitment to

opportunity to study in Balabata.

development the backward class students – Balabatas. Your

developed interest in studies and

P.Tarun
Social Welfare Student

well and maintained
cleanliness, none of my
family members fell sick
victim of Dengue fever. This

♣ To,
The Director,
CARDS.

is the benefit what my family

Sir, I am going regularly to Balabata

got because of my attending

and following what D.O sir says. He

Balabata classes.

is guiding me well, I got prizes in

through our village became

K.Madhuri, Ravinuthala
Khammam.
♣ To,
The Director,
CARDS.
Namaste, Sir my name is

Opinion of Public Representitives

exam. Also I got prize in Balabatas
music competition. I am doing hard
work to get seat in Gurukul
Patasala. I thank our Director
CARDS for providing me this
opportunity.

education in Balabata have
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education. Your plan of ‘vision 2020’ selected by you is very
much appreciable. The programmes of some organization are
limited only up to papers and words. Pl accept – congratulations
for providing your statements and assurances thro experimental
programmes. It is a must to educate the poor people if we
decide to minimize the poverty in India. The efforts of your
Balabata, to see that the facility provided by Govt to reach the
poor are appreciable. The educational plans and their
implementation in poor families of villages are to very much
useful. I am confident that this Balabata will grow as Golden
path (Bangaru bata) of poor students. Four item of BB are very
nice. The children get attracted thro these item and attend BB
I hope this will become a good plan for their future. For this, I
appreciate the Director, CARDS for chalking out at such unique

D.Anusha, Student
Dharmavaram.

Tarun. I, because of my

doing Yeoman’s service to improve their standards of

programme.

Sri. Kandula Balaraju, ZPTC Member,
Gadivemula, Kurnool.
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Paper Clips

Awareness meeting for Gurukul Entrance test
Sattenapalli Rural : CARDS to the project
Balabata is trying to Educate Dalit children to utilize Government Education scheems. Through Balabata a model test
Paper has been distributed to all the students who are preparing themselves for the entrance exam. The awareness
scam was held at Gollapadu Govt high school. 25 Balabata
children Attented and also showed very Good interest and
thanked CARDS Deputy Director P.Hrudaya Raju and his
team conducted the program.
Residential Schools a Gift for Dalits

Learning of signature to illiterates of Bala Bata
- Repalle Region.

Sattenapalli : Social welfare Residential schools are the
lite of the poor Dalit childrens an awareness schame is
organize by CARDS. to prepare for entrance examination for Residential schools. All the Balabata children
showed very active participation and thanked CARDS
for the various efforts.

Residential Schools a Gift for Dalits

A preparation camp for Residential school exams was
held at Muppala village by CARDS RCO Mr.Eliah 25
children of Balabata Attended the camp and showed very
good interest. Govt school teacher Mrs. Aruna Kumari
shared her views and advices for the children.
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Pledge by the DARSHI Mandal Balabata
Development organisor and students.
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